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TODziY STELL..R IS A MAN: Five years have passed since I began publishing 
a fanzine.’August 1953 was the month in which I 

put out the first issue of this zine, under another title, in a different 
size, and with a different policy. In that time I've changed, and STELLAR's 
changed. There've been at least four definite stages to the zine, and 
Ghod.knows how many more to me. I began publishing while in high school, 
and in h.s. I was managing editor of the school magazine. Several years 
have passed since graduation, and they've seen a succession of jobs, att
itudes, and viewpoints. They've sebn two changes of address. In those 
years, I've attended two world cons (Cleveland and New York) and as many 
Midwestcons. I've attended a Phillyconference and helped organize and put 
on a Disclave.

In the years since 1953, I've learned an awful lot about fanzine editing 
and publishing, both the duplication end and the creative end. I've learn
ed a little about writing, and a little more about painting. I've become 
absorbed in the twin worlds of jazz and classical music, .nd maybe I've 
learned something about living too. Whatever I've learned, echoes of it 
crop up in my fanzines.

When we were moving into this apartment, I was helping Magnus straighten 
out his fanzine file, and happened upon a folder filled with my own publi
cations: the ZIPs, STELLARs, GJ.FIAs, and the one-shots—WHAMMY, DOUBLE 
WHjlMMY and TRIPLE WHAMMY—the apazines like NULL-F, NOTED, THIRTEEN O'CLOCK 
and the little sidelights like the hoax issue of "Jacob Edwards'” MINI, 
and the hoax-feud between Jake and myself, the sole issue of POTRZEBIE 
produced by the Larry Stark, Bob M. Stewart and T. White triumvirate.

Then there were the zines I was closely associated with: BREVIZINE, which 
introduced me to fandom; UMBRa which I did covers for religiously; OUTRE, 
which I unwittingly inspired by giving a handful of old ZIPs to a young 
neo at a club meeting; HOOH..H and CONCEPT, whose publisher I introduced 
to stf fandom and which zines I helped support with reams--it seemed at 
the time—of material and layouts; VARIOSO which John Magnus occasionally 
put together in my basement. And others. There'll probably be more, which 
five years from now I can look back upon and say, proudly and a litt^ 
wistfully, "I helped make that a good fanzine”. And there'll_--.be another 
five years of STELLAR, or whatever its successor may-’"l5b: najOd, .tpLzarry 
on my enjoyment of publishing a fanzine. \
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“ WORD OR TWO z.BOUT THE MATERIAL THIS .ISSUE: Because this is a special
, issue^ and because I stillhave some longer material kicking around, I've made this a practically 
t?ii u1Zfd fanzine instead of the 2-to-S-page thing it usually is. And !
1 11 be trundling this along with me to South Gate to Huckster >-for filthy 
cash--except to friends, and my ability to make enemies should coin me 
plenty of loot. The Ellison column is not recent; it was originally two 
columns, an editorial and a chatter-column for DIMENSIONS; I edited mat- 
erial from both to make up the column for the "old” STELLAR, and stencil
led it ior that. It is the last of such stencilled material.

The column by Moomaw 1 may very well continue if he continues to write 
such frequent, lengthy, and interesting letters. This column was ’’ab
stracted’’ from two recent letters. Of course, when S resumes its normal 
iormat, Kent may have to be content with seeing his letters printed 
with the others, depending on the space available.

The Uingate story, ’’The New z.ngel”, is a rather unusual piece for a fan
zine. '‘Han Wingate lives in Florida, and sent this piece to his brother, 
Hichard, who coincidentally enough is residing in the same apartment 
k1?!? ^agnus and myself. If Ellison were printing the story, no doubt 
he’d ballyhoo it as "A MOO BREAKER!’’” but me, I just sandwich it in
e ween the other stuff because I liked it well enough to print it.
The New rounds” is hardly an original-type title, but it was the best 

i could do. It will be a continuing column of record reviews, usually 
based on a central theme. (uh,you noticed that I like to do that with 

did you?) It will not be devoted exclusively to jazz.review columns,
. since I am more up-to-date on jazz, it will probably be given over 

largely to that field of music. This time its primary concern is the new 
avant-gard forms of electronic music.
“nd °f course, sandwiched in around these main items, filler-fashion, 
you 11 find the usual STELLz.R-fare: fanzine reviews--short ones, this 
f-mO'-iHd other little bits and pieces, all editor-written, if you had
n't guessed. J

I SnlD ’’NORMAL FORMAT” UP THERE, but actually I'm beginning to think 
T, . n . that’s an empty phrase as far as STEL-

. , aS concerned. Since taking on its new look, S has run from four, to 
eight, and back to two.pages an issue; has printed letters, gossip, a 

atory’ has editorialized, and criticized--all in an extremely flex- 
i-Ofe format. I’m in love with this format. It allows me to write' down 
whatever I think of when ..ver it occurrs to me, and to piece these scrans 
oi .thought together into a fanzine which in its few pages is probably 
more loaded with personality than any fifty-pager I’ve ever produced.

THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT THAT WEEKLY DEADLINE, too. Since GAFIA #3, I 
... , _ . . have not missed a weekwith a publication. That's pretty amazing, /.nd in that time, I've aver

aged well over twenty-pages monthly. That’s not bad either. Of course 
1 would occasionally fudge a bit by skipping a week, and doing two the 
nexit week, like when I went to the Midwestcon, but after all.... There's 
an impelling inertia about a weekly that keeps you rolling. You may not 
produce more in a given time, but you get it out faster, and probably 
enjoy it more. I sure do'.



A couple of job possibilities have presented themselves during the past 
week, and I feel fairly certain that I'll have something soon. I'm really 
launching for that first paycheck; besides giving me the wherewithal to 
get out ABERRATION, an income will at last enable me to beat the doldrums 
of boredom that have plagued me almost constantly since my return from 
Dallas. Man, this past month has really been a drag...

I applied months ago, before I even graduated high school and left for 
Dallas, with the State Unemployment Bureau, but each time I walked in to 
the downtown office they turned me away politely but firmly. Oh, I was 
once offered a job as an arc welder, before the interviewer asked me 
whether or not I'd ever had any experience along those lines, but wow, 
you know...

I also had an application in with one of the local private agencies, but 
the interviewer there as much as told me that I'd probably be eligible 
for Social Security before anything came in, if conditions remained as 
they were. 'S nice to know.

S000...I sit around reading like mad, watching the want-ads day and night, 
waiting for something to break. The appearance of ABby hinges directly on 
all of this: it’ll be out (rather, I'll have the stencils in your hands, 
like) certainly no more than two weeks after I get that first salary. And 
monthly thereafter. Yeah.

pick Pike, a local dj specializing in jazz I have mentioned once or twice 
in my fanzines, mentioned on his show the other day that he had been un
able to get over to Eden Park to dig the recent concert given by Les Brown 
because the only road leading there from his part of town was clogged from 
noon to six PM by idiotic types trying to make it over to another nearby 
park to see a free water-skiing exhibitions that one of the local TV sta
tions had brought in. Imagine this attitude (not only that they preferred 
water-skiing to Les Brown, but that the fuggheads would stay out there 
jamming traffic until nearly an hour after the exhibition had terminated) 
projected on a civic and cultural plane, stir in a lousy climate, and 
remove all actifans, and you have my conception of Cincinnati, Ohio. You 
got it, you can keep it.

Joe Arbogast has the basement apartment under Birdland...

The enthusiasm that you and Stark have shown over ABby is gratifying. It's 
precisely the kind of reaction I'm hoping to get from a fairly large seg
ment of fandom: interest and enthusiasm, a resurgence of interest in gen-
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eral fandom. Of course my primary reason for putting out the monthly will 
be personal egoboo--! may as well admit that--but running a close second 
is a strong desire to see generalzine fandom stirred up some, wakened 
from the dormant state in which it has lain for the past couple of years. 
Personally, I am counting on Abby making at least a mild splash as it 
comes back. I even harbor wild hopes that a few people will Get My Mess
age and become a little more active in generalzine publishing as a re
sult; y'see, I know that general fandom could be a lot more fun than it 
is at present, and I'm just selfish enough to want to see it that way. 
Ergo, a monthly. If I achieve a bit of success, I'll be quite happy. If 
not, if nobody shows any undue interest and fans are generally apathetic, 
I may fold ABby again after a couple of issues. We'll see.

...and holds the world's record for taking Bufferin.

Benford spoke of stencilling a lot of material this summer so that he 
could run it off little by little during the winter, when schoolwork is 
a burden, and thus maintain a monthly ((!)) VOID. This is the sort of thing 
that encourages me, this and the kind of support you and Larry have giv
en me. I'm as excited about all this as you say you are, I assure you.

Does Magnus plan to put out VARIOSO with anything approaching frequency 
in the future? I personally regard the latest V as an A fanzine, and VARI
OSO in general as one of the very few potentially valuable mags around. 
I'd like to see Magnus bring it out at least bimonthly, with the format 
he used this time: Long editorial, two or three solid articles, and an 
inclusive lettered. Give Magnus your enthusiastic support too, eh? Or 
maybe lace his grilled cheese sanwiches with Geritol or something. VARI
OSO on the East Coast, ABby and VOID in the midwest, and maybe INNUENDO 
on the West Coast: all frequent, all (I trust) faanishly good. It sounds 
great.

Be sure to include my name on any list you may get together of Washington 
in 60 supporters.

—Kent Moomaw

JOHN MAGNUS, HOME FRESH FROM HIS NEW JOB, said, "Ted, I'm going to have 
to restrict my fanac from now 

on. I'm going to have to restrict myself to one weekly chatter-type zine 
--RUMBLE--and one six-weekly VARIOSO." I smiled at him, and he smiled at 
me. "I hope you can manage to contain yourself within those limitations, 
John," I said.

SERIOUSLY, John is working on VARIOSO #17 even now. He 
ial on hand, and over six pages on stencil, 

two VARIOSO's in one year, but we shouldn't, really. I 
"First 1955 Issue", and since then John has gotten out 
year; #14 in 1956, #15 in 1957, and #16 in 195$.

has all the mater- 
We kid him about 
mean, #13 was the 
a VARIOSO every

IT WAS, PERHAPS, UNKIND to put that editorial "((!))" up there after the 
reference to a monthly VOID. But I believe I 

heard somewhere that the Benfords intended to dig into school-work come 
September and leave the fanac to others. If somehow a fairly frequent 
VOID can still appear, I'll be the first to cheer.



since the advent
of popular electronics. At least three new forms of musical expression have 
been created through electronic methods, which in no way duplicate conven
tionally created music.

Two of these forms depend upon the tape recorder for their creation and 
performance; one is solely electronic in nature. The latter consists of 
sound created by electronic circuits, and it was this type of ’’music” which 
was used by the Barons for the soundtrack of ’’Forbidden Planet”. The use 
of electronic circuitry in music, is, except for the work of the Barons, 
largely confined to Germany, and I have not yet found any recordings avail
able in this country.

The two forms utilizing the tape recorder are known as Tapeschord (or Tape 
Recorder) Music, and Musique Concrete. The first is an American develop
ment, the -latter French.

In both a sound source is changed, distorted, gimicked, by a tape record- 
er—an inherently flexible device. Sounds can be played in reverse, have 
echoes added, or reverberations. Notes can be raised or lowered in pitch, 
sometimes lowered into subsonics with only their overtones audible. A note 
may be struck (as on a piano) and the sound of its striking edited and 
removed, with only the continuing reverberation remaining. The possibilit
ies of multitaping are also legion, having already been applied to popular 
music (Les Paul & Mary Ford) and jazz (Tristano, Sims, the Dave Lambert 
Singers).

The American and French forms differ in that the American forms (largely 
in the hands of Luening & Ussachevsky) use only musical sound sources, 
while Musique Concrete makes use of the entire range of sound effects for 
its sound sources. The result--at least from the present users of each ( 
form--is that Tapeschord Music is largely a tonal or polytonal music, while 
Musique Concrete is almost always atonal, and often unmusical in nature. 
(One piece in a suite consisted of women giggling and laughing. The ’’music” 
in this was a result of the rythyms and distortions; there was no ’’melody” 
or ’’harmony” as we usually think of it.)

But wZhat, pur, conservative listener asks, is the use of all this gimickry 
and tomfoolery? Why bother souping up sounds when we haven't exhausted 
the tconal colors of the orchestral palette? 

1
The reason-is simple. A composer is constantly searching to reproduce in 
his works the sounds which he hears in writing his composition. While some 
composers think in order of the instruments already decided upon, often 
the coice of instruments is dictated by the mood and nature of the music 
as heard by the composer. Electronic music, in any of its versions, is not 
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is not offered to.replace the live orchestra, but rather to suppliment 
it, to create additional new sounds and effects to more nearly capture 
the sound desired by the composer.

There is an additional advantage for the composer as well. Composing by 
tape recorder offers the values of both improvising (working directly 
with finished sound), and composing on papeh (the opportunity to edit, 
improve, and polish.) The principle composers who have worked with tape 
recorders seem inordinantljr enthusiastic about the mediate., v -M. <

2ind if it seems ’’unfair" and trickery to create artificial sounds by 
taperecorder, how much more ’’fair” are the current practices of record
ing engineers in editing out fluffs in a performance and splicing in 
better passages.from other performances? This is true misrepresentation, 
yet it results in better recorded music, and is now fairly standard pro
cedure.

The future of music in general dictates that new discoveries will be 
made, in the creation of new .instruments (the electronic piano and 
electric bass are two recent developments; the much older saxophone is 
only now coming into classical use) and in new methods of composing and 
performing. The advent of the tape recorder has allowed the composer to 
produce his own interpretation of his work without the interferrance of 
an interpretative conductor or performer. Electronics as one of the sign
posts of our era, is a natural aid in the progress of today’s music.

THE COMPOSERS RECORDING CRI-112, a 12" Ip which features one side of
Tapeschord Music by Luening and Ussa

chevsky, clearly points out that the future of tapeschord pieces lies 
in the use of both tape recorder and live orchestra. The main piece, 

Poem in Cycles and Bells” consists of two tapeschord pieces which 
were originally released separately, "Fantasy in Space” by Otto Luening 
(available on the 10" Innovations GB-1), and "Sonic Contours" by Vladi
mir Ussachevsky (also available on the same Ip), combined with a live 
orchestra to create one long piece. It is undoubtedly the most musically 
successful of the tapeschord pieces. The peace and serenity of "Fantasy" 
is nicely offset by the mystic power and savagery of "Contours". The 
orchestra provides an introduction, background, and bridge and does .much 
to bring the piece into perspective as somdthing more than just "weird 
music”.

The same Composers Recording also provides two short pieces, "A Piece 
for Tape Recorder ', and "Suite from King Lear" by the same .composers. 
These are pure tapeschord, and considerably further out in nature. The 
latter piece is a suite made up from a sound track done for an experi
mental Orson Welles movie. Unfortunately, the second side of the Ip is 
devoted to "The Fortunate Islands” by William Bergsma, which is a ped
estrian piece of neo-classic composition in the manner familiar of many 
of today’s young dirivative composers.

Luening and Ussachevsky may also be heard on all of the above-mentioned 
10" Ip, Tape Recorder Music, which may or may not still be available. 
There are four other short pieces besides "Fantasy" and "Contours". "Fan
tasy", in abridged form, also appears in a Folkways sampler, The Sounds 
SXJNew Music (Folkways FX 6160), as does a piece by Ussachevsky ident
ified ae "Sonic Contours" but actually a simpler, much earlier piece. 
(-Iso on the Folkways record are way-out pieces by John Cage, Henry Cow- 
ell--whd is better represented in a Composers Recording--Edgard Vareese, 
and others, plus an explanation of how tapeschord music is composed.)
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FOR "MUSIQUE CONCRETE”, we must turn to two imported Ips, Ducretet-Thomp- 

son DTL 93090 and DTL 93121, The Panorama of 
Musique Concrete, volumes one and two. These two 12” Ips consist mainly 
of the work of two young French composrs, Schaeffer and Henry. They also 
adapted and arranged pieces by Arthuys and Philippot (one each). The 
music heard here may not seem musical at all upon first hearing, but 
repeated listening will bring to light the fact that from unmusical 
sound sources, they have created musical similes, pieces directly anal
ogous to music in creation, form and effect, but essentially nonmusical. 
Snatches of surrealism or even Dadaism may be heard as scraps of music 
swirl through a pattern of voices speaking backwards, to create a piece 
of tremendous emotional impact. The Frenchmen are not above creating 
effects for effect's sake, unfortunately. One piece consists of a single 
one-note sound source: a human-being saying "Ah”. This single sound is 
transformed into a short composition consisting of everything from 
screams to grunts. Its lack of success is marked in contrast with another 
”R.jl.I. Bird”, which uses the short call of a canary, and transmutes it 
into a beautiful web-like composition of golden sounds.

In.addition to the shorter pieces, each Ip is taken up with a suite in 
which the composers run the gamut from human voices and percussive eff
ects to weird strains of superimposed carnival music and the already- 
mentioned giggling.

Music? Not perhaps in the conventional classical sense, but at the least 
a striving towards a new goal and a new medium of human expression, and 
certainly worth following with an open ear.

AFTER MUCH Fx.NFn.RE, Columbia has at last released the new Duke Ellington 
lp of Black, Brown and Beige, featuring Mahalia

Jackson (Columbia CL 1162). Unfortunately, the best thing about the al
bum is the cover.

"Black, Brown and Beige” was originally written by the Duke in early 
1943, and first performed at the Town Hall on January 23rd of that year. 
RC.l Victor; which then had Ellington under contract, recorded a suite 
made up from the much longer total work, and released this suite on 73 
rpm records. It was never released on Ip in this country, but was coupled 
with.the "Perfume Suite” for ielease on a 10” HMV Ip in England. The 
original recordings, which covered only one 10" side, consisted of four 
tracks: "Work Song", "Come Sunday”, "The Blues” (sung by Joya Sherrill), 
and "Three Dances” ("West Indian Dance", Emancipation Celebration”, and 
"Sugar Hill Penthouse”). From this assortment of material, Ellington 
has for some incomprehensible reason chosen only "Work Song" and "Come 
Sunday” for use in the new work, which covers both sides of a 12” lp.

The first side opens with some magnificently hi-fi sounds: bass, drums, 
sharp brass; and moves into an overlong "Work Song" which is played to 
death for close to a third of the side. Adequate solos are turned in
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Harry Carney (baritone), Shorty Baker (trumpet), and Quenton Jackson 
(plunger-muted trombone), but sadly missing from both this track -and the 
entire record are Ray Nance and Clark Terry’s trumpets, and Johnny Hodges’ 
immaculate alto. Nance is on hand for some pizzicato violin in the se
cond pafct (of six) of the suite, which introduces ’’Come Sunday”. That 
track is also notible for the Duke’s piano, on which he uses a concert
hall touch, rather than his more usual comping style. The third part 
(and the final track on side one) consists of a hash served up from parts 
of both ’’Come Sunday” and ’’Work Song”.

The second side is Mahalia's side, and she probably comes closer to the 
mark than anyone else on the set. Duke has slowed "Come Sunday”, this 
time with lyrics, to a funeral pace, but the natural beauty of the mel
ody allows Miss Jackson a foothold from which to project her powerful 
emotion. Still, the piece lacks the strived-for overall spirit of joy
ousness, and it is only through Miss Jackson's efforts that it does not 
become a total drag, a short reprise occurrs as part five, wherein Ray 
Nance, violin in hand, once more restates the now-familiar theme of 
"Come Sunday".

Actually, J'BB&B” stops here, but a finale, a part six, has been added. 
This consists of an inspired singing of the Twenty-.third Psalm, in which 
Mahalia is superbly backed by the Ellington orchestra, and for which 
Duke has written some truly exalted music. This piece alone, of the en
tire record, fully makes the grade, and I fear it was less because of 
Duke's own efforts than because he had some great material and an inspir
ed singer to work with.

What happened to the entire second'half of "Black, Brown & Beige” as it 
was originally recorded? I don't know. Certainly it contained better 
thematic material than that presented here, and it seems a shame not to 
give it equal space. I believe I heard, when the Columbia recording 
was first rumored, talk of "a two Ip set" so it may be that it is on its 
way. I hope so. I’ve come to expect more of Ellington than he's given 
us here.

--Ted E. White
IN HER LATEST GEMZINE, G.M.Carr says in reference to the mixed up pages 

in the lettercolumn of the previous GZ, of John 
Hitchcock, "Apparently John didn't read the GZ I sent him..." because 
he had not written a letter grotching about the way his letter had ap
peared. I showed GM's comment to John--who had read the copy of GZ she'd 
sent him--and asked Bafanlandom’s linguist if he had any comment to 
make on the subject. "KohSHHo," he said.
MOVIES TO MISS: Unless you're simply morbidly curious, as I was, miss 

by all means the film "Garden of Eden", which purports 
to be a nudist film. It was indeed filmed in a Florida nudist colony, 
amongst some sorry specimens of humanity, and it boasts not a single 
"actor” of any ability whatsoever. Throughout, it is completely amateur, 
and obviously designed, through advertising, to cash in on the nudism.



by Horlon Ellison Few things raise my ire as much as the homespun 
Socrates who pops out with one of the standard 
variations on the ’’You should have had it as tough 

as I did when I was a boy!" routine.

You've heard it: "I grew up the hard way..." or "You 
kids nowadays got it easier than when I was a tad," 
or "I was supporting my mother, father, thirteen bro
thers and sisters, not to mention the dog and the 
aquarium-full of piranha fish, when I was seven years 
old, by driving dynamite trucks over the Alkan High
way ."

Lord!

Aside from the obvious obviousness that such people 
are monumental bores, their logic is specious to a 
sieve-like consistency.

IVhy, if I may be impertinent, should I have to suf-

THE
VOICE FROm
STYX

the matinee idol
fer as did our Old Greypate? Just because he had the 
aggravation of a childhood somewhat more trying than 
mine, must I be censured for it? Because modern con
veniences have eliminated whole sections of toil 
thought necessary in his day, must the generation 
preceding sneer at my "laziness?" And, to make the 
whole thing even more ludicrous (at least from where 
I lay on my backside while the elders scream, "Shift
less!") the situation is comparable to that of the 
Suez Canal ditch-digger and the operator of a 1957 
power-shovel.

Our old Suezer, creaking back and forth in his front
porch rocker, snorts in contempt at his grandson,the 
power-shovel man, home from work. He sees no blisters, 
no sun-bleached hair from working bare-headed in the 
ditch, no sore back. He sees the same muscles now 
gone from his own arms, he sees the youth that has 
flown from him, but he sees a man whe squints from 
estimating distance with the power-levers, not with 
a shovel. And he has the audacity to sneer!

He sneers at the advancements of science and a human
ity that have freed millions for other jobs. He sneers 
at the fact that toil is no longer a prostrating pro
position. He is, in short, being pointless, small- 
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minded, and senile. He is a longer after the Good Old Days, which, if he’d 
glance at the blistered old hands in his lap, he’d realize were not so 
Good after all. He should understand that individuals are individuals and

$ that*t imes change. Never judge one millenium by the standards of another.

If we were to apply this to science fiction^ the idea might be that those 
who decry the ’’new” science-fiction as a wishy-washy shadow of its former 
glory might realize that they are trying to deal spades onto hearts. Sci
ence fiction was a gadgety offshoot of the Grimm Fairy Tale. Now it’s a 
legal baby in the nursery of Literature. Let’s not try to judge s-f today 
by the achievements of s-f yesterday.

r in the face with galactic civilizations, not the
h.a.Smith kind that were big and knew it and’liked to dazzle you with it 
or kicks, but big ones that take it all too, too nonchalantly and for 

granted..1 pray.for.some of the old down-to-this-earth-type stuff (like
e original Heinlein stories) in place of the blase galaxy-treaders we 

now have. Space is big, man, and ain’t nobody gonna become that big that 
de can stalk through it and forget what it’s all about.

We- were in a car, driving through Detroit, and the car-radio was on, when 
suddenly, out of a clear blue of polite muSic-, an unctuous voice said: ”A 
Bird hatcher.Is.Only As Good As The Bird He Watches,” and that’s all. Mus
ic began again in amoment. Nothing further was said, it wasn’t an item 
01 news, I don’t think, nor was it a gag. The voice was 
one offer an explanation? It’s driving me. serious. Gan any-

For the 'record: The article in LOWDOWN magazine several 
ly written by me was a fake. I sold, for , a jserious 
lie' delinquency to that foul publication, and they took my picture to ac
company said article. When it appeared, I discovered that they had tot
ally corrupted the article, put the name ’’Phil ’Cheech’ Beldone” on my 
pic, and pretended I’d written a piece of garbage like that.

years ago supposed- 
article on juven-

Back when I was publishing DIMENSIONS, A.J.Budrys explained in a letter 
why my request to Pohl and Kornbluth for an article outlining what they 
really thought the world of 200 years from now would be was turned down: 
-...there s something you don’t seem to have taken into account: neither 
of these guys is in the prediction business. They have no more idea of 
what the world will.be like.than you do. When'they postulate a future soc
iety of some kind, it’s.strictly for the purpose, of spotlighting some fac
et® of our own,"or else it's just for kicks. No prediction is involved or 
intended—extrapolation and prediction are two entirely different things.” 
Which is.about as clear-cut a delineation of the area in which the legit
imate science fiction writer should work, as I’ve ever heard.

_ - harlan ellison
o

will.be
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tis!ueUharborfXThThile h? ®?eS lslond-hopPed the ground-out buts and 
££

MefSS FF -b

the civilized crust. S" ’ a Z°ne °f lsolatlon between his being and

hair nets Xrir ritf63^ pimples> and blue suede shoes, sprays for 
ing syringes for alf ?he ^ir.boats closeted during the equinoi, whirl- 
taM18r a11 the openings, contraceptives and social insurance a bJlss 0riha^eW??ne^0f-t°h1OrOStUf£ and “en he waa looking do™ irio 
a roach that hS 1 15 5 porridge of phlegm and nictotine soup and

?h t- d Seen knocked ^om the counter and was facing eternitv Togetherness^ * K kicked °noe while he wftcheJ rX

IsehTtried1tokremov2ghh?1haPPuared U£ hls nose and hls face strained 

again and '.laced a Hor°F°pe’ wlshlnS dt were Sagittarius

Ira 'fS: -•"-“.■t:.?-;",
sively mor2 exacrint ra-10n a game of ski11 that became P^ogres-

j..« io.„« fES;™
?AK ~“d" ~ “•

Eight one two, sir.

And they both thought about what was on his finger.
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The guest turned toward the elevator.

The night clerk looked down at his pants-. He- -lik-ed-to- stick the front 
his shirt tail out through his fly, especially when it was starch

ed -3.-44 walk-around the lobby when nobody was around. Tonight it wat 
limp-,-. -and-, still being early, he wiped his hands of the dendritic streams 
that.were, eating into his palm, and wished they would make his life line 
longer. The sweat creased moist smudges into his shirt and it flopped 
back, -not at all the way he liked it. Then he looked"down at his" finger 
and.closed his eyes for communion.

The.elevator boy.was sixty-seven, just two short of Halleluiah, and ad
olescent only- in.his- preference for fresh mother’s milk. He liked to 
suck on things; it was his greatest pleasure. He had been thinking of 
something to suck on when the check-in arrived, and he resented the im
mediate intrusion of light on his varicose, eyeballs. He remembered the 
big problem when he was pimply faced. Are you a virgin? No, but I’ve 
got a doctor's excuse. Well, he was offering a good cancer-free scarf 
and was just feeling the dark coming up warm over his back as he worked 
down into the blanket when he heard the approaching footsteps and, open
ing his eyes., he wormed his fingers into the amalgam of copper polish 
and worn cotton, said the ritual chant, clattered shut the shaky protect
ive screen and raised his eyes to the restless red god that ordered his 
universe. They joined in reverence.

Eight, please.

ihe elevator boy didn’t feel like saying his joke this time; he was 
still half asleep. Besides, a Mal Marshal jacket this time of the morn
ing is always an eight to five loser. This one could have been working 
the stem that afternoon but looked shaky enough to go for maybe a -cod 
piece and the pint of stumps he had in his locker. He had been filling 
it with the dregs of empties he scrounged out of the trash, and it was 
almost full.

.Ya travel much?

Sometimes.

Gets lonesome, don’t it. I mean, sometimes ya feel like crawlin' fronna’ 
TV set wif’ a little hooch, maybe sumfin like ’at.Gine Lolabroogyahgie 
d’ere-- (Making the motions) Know whatta’ mean?

He knew.

Here y’ar, sir. Eighf.

The.loser became.a winner by losing a dime on a day old paper, and walk
ed in the direction spelled out by the finger that pointed out of a Rag- 
gidy Ann glove.

Using the handicap system and give or take a few points, it looked like 
a pretty close finish to see which one would accomplish the last resur
rection, the elevator or its jockey. His were less' frequent, sure, but 
they still carried a vapor of throbbing dignity that helped mellow his 
dreams. The elevator descended to its empty-mouthed stare and the old
est boy in the world crawled back into the darkness between his ears.
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Laying back against the WMCA smell of musty starch, he tried to pick a 
good name to use while he was here, and his heels dangled over the edge, 
pulled into place by gravity. They seemed heavy. Gravity. You could bar
ricade your droopy breasts with a gyroscope brassiere and diet down so 
thin that your 0-daddy wouldn't even know you're there and gravity would 
find you. But he'd like to be somebody, 1’ike the man in the slack black 
Daks, a have alike look alike, an empty everything with chinch bugs in 
his Sunday lawn, dandruff on his rug and a snaggly toothed pablum fact
ory at the anal stage, a new color scheme after every meal, and all the 
while encased in a comfort zoned, polka dotted crotch bucket.

There was a ta-tap at the door. It opened, revealing a varnished mat
tress with Polock hips and her father's nose.

Well, hello, Lonesome, aren't you going to invite me in?

Ahh, yes. Uhh, who are you, I mean--

Daddy Sugar sent me up; dint'cha say you wanted a little company?

Ohh, well--

Call me Zha Zha, honey and-- (Moving up closer until he could see the 
Sen-Sen stains on her tongue) Uhh, I'm not gonna' bite you, baby,-- yet.
How 'bout a little drink?

The drink seemed a better deal than that sen-sen so he called room ser
vice. Since the elevator boy was room service, he took the order and went 
for the bottle of stumps in his locker.

Wiggling back on the bed, Zha Zha looked over the new trick while he 
crossed his legs wrong and wrinkled his pants.

You’re quiet tonight. What’cha thinkin’ about?

That’s an interesting dress. The zipper go all the way down the side 
like that?

Work clothes, honey. Whaddya say to some music?

Fine.

What line you in?

Ah, a little of everything. Right now I’m a guardian angel.

Yeah, and I’m Jesus Christ.

Who'se he?

Come on, honey, don’t bug me. You kiddin’?

No, I’m serious.

I mean, didn't God send you if you're a guardian angel?

Which one?
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God! How many of ’urn are there, anyway?

./ho knows? ’Em Hindus got something like thirty thousand of them and no
body's seen one yet.

You mean God's not up in heaven...?

Frankly, Zha Zha, you can't even call it Heaven without somebody argu
ing with you about it. You see, most of them figure there’s a god rootin’ 
around up there somewhere, so they go wheelin’ an’ dealin’ around with 
the most elaborate schemes you ever saw to rack up a few points just in 
case. They got guys that can prove there's a god. One of ’em had me con
vinced that I didn't exist, but man, _I know, there ain’t no gods up 
there. ±f they haven’t found one by now, they never will. You don’t know 
what it’s like with all that hollerin’ and stuff. It’s worse than down 
here.

Then how did you get to be a guardian angel if there's no God?

I volunteered. It’s something to do. Like lastvyear I counted grasshop
pers for 'em Hindus'. You kill three million ants the same as running 
over one third of a small dog, something like that, so when I heard a- 
bout this guardian angel job, I volunteered.

But who sent you?

I don’t know. They get a majority vote they can do anything they want. 
Most people don’t want to come back here; they’re afraid something’ll 
happen while they’re gone. I think somebody started a committee or some
thing. It's mostly confusion though, like the Army. They tried to get me 
to wear 'em wings, too, but, man, can't you see me walking around with 
'em things flaggelin' off my back.

But, if you're a guardian angel, you’ve got to guard somebody.

I know, but what am I gonna’ guard 'urn from?

Guard 'urn from evil.

suppose I start with you, then, Zha Zha? What do you do that’s evil?

Gee, everything. But you do that and I’ll starve.

What business are you in?

I’m a lady of the streets, you know; a call girl'. I sell sex.

Yeah, I can see that’s not so good, but how can you sell sex? Everybody 
has sex; you’re supposed to give it away. Who would buy it? That's like 
selling air, isn't it?

No, it’s not the same. Business ain't bad.

Hmmim. That’s strange. Well, say, in your business, you have some code 
of ethics, don't you? Do you ever break the code?

Well, sometimes I turn a little ten dollar trick into a twenty-five dol-
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lar round the world without telling Daddy.

That sounds good. How do you do that?

Would you like me to show you, honey? After all, you're my guardian ang
el now. We’ll pretend it’s Hallowe’en.

Ok, Zha Zha.j but;-what ’ 11 it be, trick or.trbat?
--Allan Wingate

THETA from Jack Harness (and air-mail, too!), 547 S. Harvard Blvd., LA
5, Calif., is composed this time of eight heavily typoed pages 

which consist of Jack’s adventures in meeting various Califen, and a re
sume of the ’’Flash Gorden” comic strip, all told in the form of an open 
letter to me. The entire zine was witty, and interestingly written, and 
if only Jack will dispense with the double columns, he'll have a #1 zine.

FL^FxiN from Sylvia Dees, Box 6738, Rawlings Hall, Univ, of Fla., Gaines
ville, Florida, is on an almost annual schedule. The second issue 

justifies the wait, however. Sylvia has more technique with the ditto 
process and a better sense of layout than any.other five fen in as many 
years past. Throughout FL._Fx.N is a delight to look at and read. The mat
erial and letters flatter the layouts, and vice-versa. By George, this 
is one of the best zines I've received in a hell of a long time!

Fx.NTx.SY ASPECTS from ..lan J. Lewis, Box 37, East hirora, New York, re
minds me of the zines floating around fandom circa 1952.

FA is an all-reprint zine, and for’his first issue, Lewis has picked 
some very good material. Unlike Ellik's old EJiT.'.STIO STORY M/.G, FA uses 
only non-fiction, at least in this issue. Next issue, Editor .Lewis pro
mises yet another reprint -of the oft-reprinted "Birth of a Notion" by 
Bloch. Lewis would be wise to stick to older, less familiar, material. 
The mimeoing is good, and the layouts show promise, /.nd if you must know, 
I rather liked this issue. Very good for a first issue.

VOID from Greg Benford, 10521 J.llegheny Dr., Dallas 29, Texas, is very
good for a thirteenth issu.;, too. Thish features an extremely top

ical article on law suits and libel by Harry Warner, some ’’Ford"ish fmz 
reviews, an excellent dissection of the SWCon by Kent Moomaw, and a sat
ire on "Clayfeet Country’’ which I can only call fabulous. The letter col
umn, as is the habit with VOID, is an extremely fannish and interesting 
■one, and in fact if there was one word I'd use to describe VOID, it 
would be "faaanish". Definitely.



BOYD RAEBURN I've just been swamped, under a mass of fanzines. Apparently a lot of fans have rushed 
out their zines just before the postal rate increase came into effect. Included in the 

torrent was a smaller torrent all from you--plus RUMBLE. Periods between RUMBLES have been so long 
lately that I keep thinking I've been cut off. Of course I haven't received a VARIOSO, but John has 
a tradition of not sending me VARIOSO until I get hold of him at a convention and howl about it, 
whereupon I am sent several copies at intervals. [-John thinks maybe somebody in your DO in a fan and 
holds and reads VARI, as he claims he sends two or three copies of each issue to you before you re
ceive one.-j Gad, did everybody get all this mess of STELLARs and GAFIAs in one chunk, or did you for
get all about me, and send them all in one contrite lump? [-What happened was that I produced a STEL- 
LAR/GAFIA each week, but as you pointed out RUMBLE is produced less frequently. So the S/Gs piled up 
waiting for a RUMBLE to go out with. I sent out S #s 14, 17 & 18 third class since they all pertained 
to the old S, and they were mailed just before the postal increase. John procrastinated too long on 
RUMBLE, so the rest went out at the new rates, dammit.j

I get the impression that one or more of you people have plans to attend the Solacon. Is so? cHope so-j 
In which case I shall be able to grab you by the neck and find out why you are maintaining this long 
loud silence pinstead of exchanging tapes all full of cool sounds. [-Gee, just like at the Clevention, 
huh? Actually, I have a briefcase full of tapes for you which I took to the Midwestcon in hopes of 
giving you there. But you didn't show. Right now it looks like it'll be only Bob Ravlat and myself 
from this area at the Solacon. Magnus' job will prevent his going.-j

In STELLAR #15 (I think) you say that #14 isn't being distributed because it's hopelessly out of date, 
and yet I get it. [["The 14th issue of STELLAR has never been mailed, and is hopelessly out of date. 
... I shall mail it to all on the RUMBLE/GAFIA list shortly." -STELLAR #15] Your letter column in #17 
is also a bit out of date, as is often the case when letters are printed commenting on long past is
sues. [[That lettercol was stencilled in late December 1957. as was all the "STELLAR #15" material, 
the last of which is the Ellison column thish. I printed it because it still seomed worth reading.j 
(Although the comment that you owe me a letter still holds.) Since that letter was written, the Coul
sons and I have been exchanging chummy letters, and I recently sent them a tape. So go the changing 
currents in fandom. Who knows, the time may come when you and Pete ..Qraham are exchanging chummy notes. 
Which brings to mind "Clayfeet Country Revisited" in the latest VOID just received. A fine little bj-t, 
and I hope Greg's effort makes you happier. [-Gonel-]

Most interested to read reports by both Magnus and yourself on the Midwestcon. Would like to have 
been there, but a visit to Wisconsin was even more attractive, and much better suited to the tiie av-
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ailable.

Hope to see you at the Solacon. (9 Glenvalley Drive, Toronto 9, CANADA)

BUCK COULSON I suppose, since I've been getting STELLAR/GAS’IA so regularly, that I ought to comment 
on it. Must say I was surprised, by your comments that a weekly zine brings in more 

letters, since personally I'm much more apt to comment on a large infrequently published, zine than 
I am on small frequent ones. (As neutral examples, I regard FAnAC as one of fandom's most entertain
ing zines, and so far I think I've written one letter of comment on it—and none at all to Hike, 
who would be justified in not sending me any more RUHs, for all the response he gets. While I re
gard SIGBO as being a fairly average product, and I think I've commented on every issue.)

Mostly, I enjoy reading about fan happenings, but I seldom have any comments to make. CI think it 
is as much the livelier nature of the small S that inspires more comments as it is the frequency. 
But Magnus claims several issues of 100% response on RUMBLE, and that I regard as fantastic. Can 
any other zine claim such a response?3

I'm a bit.confused about your ideas for TAFF. A TAFF voting booth at cons, and circulating ballots 
through fanzines? Does this mean that you're in favor of letting anyone vote who can lay his hands 
on a ballot? cMore or less. Those who are interested would find th? ballots readily accessible. 
Those who weren't could easily ignore them. What fairer way than to let torose who want to vote vote, 
and those who don't care let alone? Instead of today's pressure on uninterested people to vote for 
Candidate X because he belonfs to their club.3 You don't specify any definite restrictions...I as
sume you must be inteding to have some sort of checkup on who votes and who doesn't, because if 
you don't, the "stuffing" you mention will simply be that much easier. But, if you do mean to have 
the general-type restrictions that have been talked about rather vaguely, then I can't see that 
separating the money from the votes will gain you anything...the people who are rejected will still 
bitch gbout it,, an.d all you've done is decreased the funds. [-Foggy thinking here. First, I should 
imagine the ballots would still have to be signed, and this would eliminate duplicates. As to re
strictions, I think that without someone pushing for "all the voters we can get" (for their money) 
the uninterested would stop voting of their own accord. What you fail to realize is that NO ONE 
has bitched about being rejected. NO ONE. However, there have been people—loud people—like GMCarr 
who bitch at a sign that some poor fringe fan might not have the right to vote. I think the fringe
fan, if asked, would say, "Huh?" Those who have been vocal in their opposition to "restrictions" 
(Which I do not necessarily favor myself, but for different reasons) are those who are quite active 
and would never need fear restriction. Their concern is for a mythical underdog who doesn't know 
he's an underdog, and doesn't give a damn, because TAFF doesn't interest him. The biggest bitchers 
have been Miz Carr and Don Ford. And I think GMCarr would bitch over just about anything you pro
pose. j

j-In comment on 3^14s3 A "full-scale war"? Me? You really ought to tell me these things ahead of 
time, but since I've finally been notified that I'm fighting, I'll try to live up to the descrip
tion. (-Where did I say that about a "war"? I can't find it.^

As for the review, I can find nothing to quarrel with'. He cFranklin Hudson Fordj thinks I'm a fugg- 
head, and I think he's one, and so-what? Somehow I can't summon up the energy to REALLY CARE. Of 
course, maybe I am a bit stupid, since I do all my reviewing out -in the open, under my own name. 
"Ford" has much better sense. ^Actually, I don't think Ford thinks quite so harshly of you anymore. 
He's moved his reviews to Moomaw's ABby, since I can no longer use them, and it may be that the 
move will change some of his opinions. Again I shall reitterate, though: I am not Franklin Hudson 
Ford. Currently he is residing further north than either DC or Baltimore.3

Can't say I'm altogether in favor of your offer to open the pages of STELLAR to anyone who wants 
to write a critical review and hasn't the guts to do it under his own name, but that's your busin
ess, and anyway I assume it's been dropped with the new format. [-Right, and nothing came of it any
way. 3 (105 Stitt St,, Wabash, Ind.)

RICHARD GEIS I was wondering why you sent me the STELLAR and the STELLAR c/w DIM, and the STELLAR 
c/w GAFlA and DIM., until I looked on the contents page and was- stunned to see me as 

a contributor!

Not that I mind. I don't. I'm kinda pleased you liked it enough to print it. Though maybe you print
ed it just so you could argue with me. What bothers me is that I don't recall writing it for Ell
ison. I have the insistent memory that I wrote it for Gould. cNope. You wrote it for you. It was 
with the stuff you'd mastered for PSY which you sent Eney ’when you folded FSY. Eney passed it along 
to me.3
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What I am interested, in seeing in print one of these years, is my Fake Hero editorial which I re
created for Ellison and which was presumably in his material file when DIMENSIONS folded. Since 
then I've heard that various fans have dipped into that fabulous hoard and published all kinds of 
stuff. But not my loverly Fake Hero editorial. What happened to it, I wonder? [Dunno. It wasn't in 
the file when Ellison passed it on to me. It may -be that Hon Smith or 'Charles Hiddle—the previous 
dijpers into the goldmine—abstracted it and then lost it. Could you recreate it again? I've heard 
so many tantalizing hints, about it that I'd love to see it in print myself.5

At the moment my father in Portland is supposed to be sending down my duplicator. When it arrives 
I'll probably do some sporatic pubbing of FSY on a GAFIA, HUMBLE format. I have an idea for a maj
or quarterly which would be controversial as ^hell and lots of fun, but it would require a mimeo 
and money. That kind of capital I ain't got. Not $50-60 anyway. Maybe when I get into FABA again 
I'll consider it,

I have a record qf saying I'll revive PSY, then not doing it. Then not too long ago I said in a let
ter that was printed that my enthusiasm always runs high for a few hours or days after getting a 
good fanzine, then wanes. But I can't read ALL the time, and a small 6-8 page issue is probably 
about my speed at the moment. [-1 hope it comes about.->

You were talking about all the prospective fanac coming up soon. But the thing fandom really needs 
is a regular letterzine that goes to all the fans and which has room enough each issue to cover a 
discussion or two thoroughly. Such a magazine would bind fandom together and give it a focal point. 
You'd see a great deal more fanac too. j-I'ra inclined to agree. What ever happened to Featrosky and 
CONFAB? 3

Wish I had'a micro-elite typer. But how would ditto work with it? cPoorly, I expect. The only fan 
who ever used one,successfully with ditto was Larry Anderson. I think you'd have to use pretty thin 
carbon sheets--uncoated ones--to stand half a chance.3 (Apt. 8, 19 Wave Crest Ave., Venice, Calif.)

JOE PYLKA I'd like to make a short comment concerning Dick Geis's statements in STELLAR #14. This 
business of only half-listening to music seems to me to be pretty commonplace. The ques- 

tion.is, is theeperson••really a pseudo-intellectual, or does he really appreciate the music. I've 
seen the same trick pulled by friends of mine, and I often do it myself, even when I am alone. The 
reason.is simple. I've played the music often enough so that it is more or less engraved in my mind. 
I do only half listen to the music, but this is only because I am so inured to it that I do not have 
to devote my fullest attention to it. But at the same time I would feel mighty unhappy not to have 
it playing in the background of my mind. cI'd say that this pretty well, sums up my own feelings on 
the subject.^

There are a.couple of things I look for when trying to differentiate between an intellectual and a 
"pseudo". One factor is that of range. Quite often the intellectual can talk about, or understand 
well, a great variety of subjects. He can generalize, whereas the "pseudo" usually cannot. Another 
factor is conservatism. It seems to me that the "pseudo" tries awfully hard to show that he is an 
intellectual, and tries hard to demonstrate his knowledge. Most people whom I know that I would 
class as intellectuals don't do this. Rather; they keep their background to themselves, using it 
only when they feel that its use would be of benefit at that particular time. [We can say then, that 
the true intellectual does not as a rule "show off".;] Those are only two factors; there are many, 
many more involved. About the only conclusion I can come to is that there is no clear cut way to
differentiate between one and the other. It's sort of a personal thing. Then again, is it really im
portant to tell the difference? There are many other interpersonal factors involved in friendships, 
social contact, and the like. [-Important only to the degree that you personally dislike a phoney.j

Many thanks for the copies of GAFIA, STELLAR, et al. Very enjoyable and interesting. (Box 3763 Un
iversity Station, Gainesville, Florida)

F.M.BUSBY writes [I'm sorry to have to condense this^ that the Midwestcon read like a foreign car 
rally, Jag, Metro, Opel, Taunus,’ etc. The yellow on the cover of $14 made him think he'd 

spilled mustard by mistake (a not uncommon reaction). He liked everything in #14 except Geis; "I see 
his point, but he didn't make it. Instead, the overall impression is that he has chosen a minor an
noying characteristic of people, to prove that Geis is Surrounded by Clods. Well, maybe he is, at 
that, but this piece doesn't convince me." He hates to see the passing of the big pretty STELLARs, 
but he was glad to see that $18 was a small pretty S. He says they'll back DC in '60 and will reserve 
the privilage of requesting backing for Seattle in '61 until they can figure out whether the idea 
is a good one or not. He agrees'about the "high school level" "science" lectures at conventions, 
and guesses that it's the Sykora tradition that does it. He also liked Willis in $18 very much.And 
I wish I had room for the rest. ■ •
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